Medical Enzyme Detergent ULTRA CONCENTRATE

Medical Enzyme Detergent ULTRA CONCENTRATE is a low foaming multi-enzyme detergent presoak cleaner for medical instruments and apparatuses. It’s a highly concentrated multi-enzyme detergent. Only 1/20th to 1/10th ounce per gallon is required for thorough cleaning. It is a blend of enzymes that are effective in the removal of all proteins, blood, fatty tissue, etc. from all medical instruments, equipment and supplies. It will clean surgical instruments, endoscopes, respiratory therapy equipment and glassware. It will also remove stains in surgical scrubs, linens and medical clothing.

RECOMMENDED USES:
- Medical/surgical instruments
- Fiberoptics
- Endoscopes
- Respiratory Therapy Equipment
- Evacuation Systems

ADVANTAGES:
- Provides quick and thorough cleaning in manual, ultrasonic and automatic cleaning applications
- pH neutral-instrument and equipment safe
- The multi-enzyme formula effectively works within minutes to disintegrate and carry away organic soils
- Economical-only 1/20th to 1/10th ounce per gallon of water required for thorough cleanings

TECHNICAL DATA:
- pH neutral
- 100% bio-degradable
- Non-flammable
- Non-toxic
- Non-Caustic
- Dilution 1/20th to 1/10th ounce per gallon

PACKAGING:
- 4x1 Gallon-2000510
- 2x2.5 Gallons-2000516